* We use subjunctive in English, too, but it's fading. Present subjective phrases:
---in set phrases: "So be it." "So say we all"
---in some expressions of "volition" (wishing/demanding/influencing the behavior of another person): "I demand that he turn in his project at once."
---in (some) impersonal phrases: "It is important that she be there before closing!"

"I suggest that you *be* careful around ducks, John. It's important that one *keep* their eyes covered whenever being swarmed by ducks. I submit to you that a duck *need* not have committed any crime to be hanged."

or

"I demand that this man's deranged ranting about ducks *cease*. "It is important that I heed your advice, Patrick!"

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/grammar/when-to-use-the-subjunctive